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Abstract

The Spiritual Research Cell conducted a transformative five-day offline session titled "Self

Empowerment Through Meditation - Ill" (SEM-111) from 27th September to 1st October by

the speaker Ms. Chitra Khandelwal. This session aimed to guide participants on a journey of

self-discovery and empowerment through the practice of meditation. Over the course of the

session, attendees explored crucial topics such as understanding oneself, connecting with the

supreme soul, and harnessing the transformative powers of meditation. Each day included practical

exercises and daily meditation practice, enabling participants to develop a deeper understanding

of their true selves, establish a connection with the divine, and unlock their inner potential for

personal growth and self-empowerment. This immersive experience provided participants with the

tools and knowledge to incorporate meditation as a powerful practice for enhancing their well-

being, inner strength, and overall self-empowerment



Speaker's Profile
Ms. Chitra Khandelwal

Ms. Chitra Khandelwal is a Rajyoga Meditation Practitioner

who has been studying spiritual knowledge and practicing

Rajyoga since her teenage. After completing B.Sc. (Hons)

from University Maharani's College, Jaipur she completed

her Masters in Botany and Value Education & Spirituality.

She has also held a PG Diploma in Values in Health Care. She

is a faculty member for Value Education Courses run by

Annamalai University. She had been to England and Thailand

to present her research outcomes. Her research paper titled "A

comparative analysis of mindfulness.



Session Summary
Day 1 - Understanding the Self:
The first day of the event focused on introspection and self-reflection. Participantsencouraged to explore their innermost thoughts, emotions, and beliefs. Through interactßCsessions and thought-provoking discussions, attendees gained valuable insights into their own
identities, aspirations, and potential for personal growth.

Day 2 - Understanding God:
On the second day, participants embarked on a profound exploration of the concept of God. Ms.
Chitra Khandelwal elucidated various perspectives on spirituality and guided attendees in
understanding the divine forces that govern existence. This enlightening session fostered a deeper
understanding of one's relationship with the divine and the interconnectedness of all beings.

Day 3 - Meditation Practice:
Meditation, an essential tool for self-realization, took center stage on the third day. Participants
learned different meditation techniques and were provided with practical guidance to establish a
regular meditation practice. Through immersive experiences and hands-on exercises, attendees
discovered the transformative power of meditation in achieving mental clarity, inner peace, and
spiritual growth.

Day 4 - World Cycle:

The fourth day delved into the concept of the world cycle, which encompasses the cyclical nature
of existence. Attendees gained insights into the universal principles of creation, sustenance, and
dissolution. The speakers elucidated the interplay of time, karma, and spiritual evolution, enabling
participants to comprehend their roles within the larger cosmic framework.

Day 5 - Powers of Meditation:

Building upon the foundation laid in earlier sessions, the fifth day focused on the extraordinary
powers and benefits of meditation. Attendees learned how regular practice can enhance
concentration, intuition, and overall well-being. Through case studies and personal anecdotes,
participants were inspired to tap into their innate potential and harness the transformative power
of meditation.

This five-day offline event at the Spiritual Research Cell provided attendees with a transformative

and immersive experience. Participants not only gained a deeper understanding of themselves and

the concept of God but also acquired practical tools and techniques to integrate meditation into
their daily lives. The event was a catalyst for personal growth, spiritual exploration, and the
development of a lasting connection with one's inner self and the divine



Glimpses of the Event
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Abstract

fie spiritual Research Cell conducted a transformative six-day offline session titlcd "ScJf

Empowerment Through Meditation - Il" (SEM-Il) from 20th September to 24th September

by the speaker Mr. Mukesh AgarwaJ. This session aimed to guide participants on a journey of

self-discovery and empowerment through the practice of meditation. Over thc coursc of thc

session, attendees explored crucial topics such as understanding oncscJf, connecting with the

supreme soul, and harnessing the transformative powers of meditation. Each day included practical

exercises and daily meditation practice, enabling participants to develop a decpcr understanding

of their true selves, establish a connection with the divine, and unlock their inner potential for

personal growth and self-empowerment. This immersive experience provided participants with the

tools and knowledge to incorporate meditation as a powerful practice for enhancing their well-

being, inner strength, and overall self-empowerment.



Speaker's Profile

Mul€esh Agarwal

Mr. Mukesh has been following the principles of Rajyoga

since his student life. He is also a faculty of Value

Education and Spirituality Courses offered by many

Universities. He has completed his B. Tech. from MNIT,

Jaipur and M. Tech. from BITS, Pilani. Other than this he

has also completed M. Sc. in Value Education &

Spirituality and MBA in Self-Management & Crises

Management. He is currently working as associate

professor at the Computer Science department, JECRC, Jaipur. He is also heading the Training

division of JECRC, Jaipur. He has been sponsored by AICTE & DST for many projects such as

Entrepreneurship Development Cell, Industry Institute Partnership Cell, MODROB and a research

project on meditation & cognitive science. He has delivered many lectures on Values, Healthy

lifestyle, High Impact Teaching Skills, Stress Management etc... at various organizations across

India. His keen interest areas are Entrepreneurship, Techno-Spiritual Projects, Value Education,

Spirituality and Practicing Meditation.



Session Sununary

1 - Under«tanding the Self and God:
csent commenced SSith a fociLS on sc!f-discovery and true t

participants engaged in interactise sessions and discussions that faciht-.itcd and
reflection. Mr. Mukesh Agansal guided attendees in exploring their and
aspirations, helping them gain valuable insights into their ov,n identities. day Jddro.«.ed
the concept of God, fostering a deeper understanding of spirituality and the ef
all beings.

Day 2 - Meditation Practice:

On the second day, participants delved into the practical mspcct of mcditation- Slr. ,Mukc.O)

Agarwal shared various meditation techniques and prot.idcd guidancc on cstablishing a rcgulat

practice. Attendees learned to cultivate mindfulness, achieve mental clarity. and cxpcticncc inner

peace through immersÅe exercises and practical demonstrations. This session aimed to cr

participants to integrate meditation into their daily lives.

Day 3 - P0"ers of Meditation:

The third day focused on the remarkable powers and benefits of meditation- Slr. *Mukesh Aganval

shared insights into the transformative potential of regular meditation practice. Attendccs learned

about the enhancement of concentration, intuition, and overall well-tk*ing that can tv achic•.cd

through meditation. Through case studies and anecdotes, participants were inspired to tap into their

inner potential and harness the positive impact of meditation on various asrvcts of life.

Day 4 - Meditation Practice with Live Commentary:

The final day of the event featured a special live meditation practice session led by Slr. Sfukcsh

Agarwal. Participants engaged in a guided meditation e.xperience, v.ith real-time commentary

providing deeper insights and understanding. The live commentary offered additional guidance

and clarification, enriching the meditation practice and ensuring a meaningful experience. This

session aimed to consolidate the learnings from the previous days and enable participants to

immerse themselves fully in the transformative pov,er of meditation.

Overall, the four-day offline event at the Spiritual Research Cell, led by Mr. Mukesh AgarwaJ,
provided participants with a transformative journey of self-discovery, understanding the concept
of God, and harnessing the powers of meditation. Attendees gained practical tools and techniques
to incorporate meditation into their lives, enabling personal mental clarity, and spiritual
well-being. The event concluded v,ith a live meditation practice, complemented by insightful
commentary, leaving participants a deepened connection to themselves and the path of
spiritual enlightenment.
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Abstract 

The Spiritual Research Cell conducted a transformative six-day offline session titled "Self 
Empowerment Through Meditation -IV" (SEM-IV) from 10th October to 24th October by 
the speaker Mr. Mukesh Agarwal. This session aimed to guide participants on a journey of self 
discovery and empowerment through the practice of meditation. Over the course of the session, 
attendees explored crucial topics such as understanding oneself, connecting with the supreme soul, 
and harnessing the transformative powers of meditation. Each day included practical exercises and 
daily meditation practice, enabling participants to develop a deeper understanding of their true 
selves, establish a connection with the divine, and unlock their inner potential for personal growth 
and self-empowerment. This immersive experience provided participants with the tools and 

knowledge to incorporate meditation as a powerful practice for enhancing their well-being, inner 

strength, and overall self-empowerment. 



Mr. Mukesh Agarwal 

Speaker's Profile 

Mr. Mukesh has been following the principles of Rajyoga 
since his student life. He is also a faculty of Value 

Education and Spirituality Courses offered by many 
Universities. He has completed his B. Tech. from MNIT, 

Jaipur and M. Tech. from BITS, Pilani. Other than this he 

has also completed M. Sc. in Value Education & 

Spirituality and MBA in Self-Management & Crises 

Management. He is currently working as associate 

professor at the Computer Science department, JECRC, Jaipur. He is also heading the Training 
division of JECRC, Jaipur. He has been sponsored by AICTE& DST for many projects such as 
Entrepreneurship Development Cell, Industry Institute Partnership Cell, MODROB and a research 

project on meditation & cognitive science. He has delivered many lectures on Values, Healthy 
lifestyle, High Impact Teaching Skills, Stress Management etc.. at various organizations across 
India. His keen interest areas are Entrepreneurship, Techno-Spiritual Projects, Value Education, 
Spirituality and Practicing Meditation. 



Day 1 -Understanding the Self: 
The first day of the event focused on introspection and self-reflection. Participants were 
encouraged to explore their innermost thoughts, emotions, and beliefs. Through interactive 
sessions and thought-provoking discussions, attendees gained valuable insights into their own 
identities, aspirations, and potential for personal growth. 

Day 2 -Understanding God: 
On the second day, participants embarked on a profound exploration of the concept of God. Mr. 
Mukesh Agarwal elucidated various perspectives on spirituality and guided attendees in 
understanding the divine forces that govern existence. This enlightening session fostered a deeper 
understanding of one's relationship with the divine and the interconnectedness of all beings. 

Day 3 - Meditation Practice: 

Session Summary 

Meditation, an essential tool for self-realization, took center stage on the third day. Participants 
learned different meditation techniques and were provided with practical guidance to establish a 

regular meditation practice. Through immersive experiences and hands-on exercises, attendees 
discovered the transformative power of meditation in achieving mental clarity, inner peace, and 

spiritual growth. 

Day 4 - World Cycle: 
The fourth day delved into the concept of the world cycle, which encompasses the cyclical nature 

of existence. Attendees gained insights into the universal principles of creation, sustenance, and 
dissolution. The speakers elucidated the interplay of time, karma, and spiritual evolution, enabling 
participants to comprehend their roles within the larger cosmic framework. 

Day 5 - Powers of Meditation: 
Building upon the foundation laid in earlier sessions, the fifth day focused on the extraordinary 
powers and benefits of meditation. Attendees learned how regular practice can enhance 
concentration, intuition, and overall well-being. Through case studies and personal anecdotes, 
participants were inspired to tap into their innate potential and harness the transformative power 
of meditation. 

Day 6 - Guided Meditation: 
The final day of the event centered on consolidating the learning from the previous days and 
providing further guidance on establishing a sustained meditation practice. Attendees engaged in 
group meditation sessions and received personalized feedback to deepen their experience. The day 
concluded with a reflection on the transformative journey undertaken during the event, leaving 
participants with a sense of profound inner growth and renewed spiritual connection. 

Gollege 

Andief 



This six-day ofiline event at the Spiritual Research Cell provided attendees with a transformative and immersive experience. Participants not only gained a deeper understanding of themselves and the concept of God but also acquired practical tools and techniques to integrate meditation into their daily lives. The event was a catalyst for personal growth, spiritual exploration, and the development of a lasting connection with one's inner self and the divine. 



Glimpses of the Event 
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Brochure

LET'S JOIN HANDS FOR DOING

Million Acts of Goodness
Do good feel good

DATE : 21 SEPTEMBER, 2022

TIME : 12:30 PM

VENUE : COMM0N ROOM, BH-2,

JECRC CAMPUS, JAIPUR



Abstract

In conunemoration of World I lumanitarian Day, an offline event titled "Millions Acts of Goodncs»
- Do Good. Feel Good" is organized to celebrate the spirit of kindness and compassion. 'Jbe esent
aims to extend gratitude and support to the non-teaching staff members of our college by offering
them heartfelt gifts and essential groceries.

The event highlights the profound itnpact of small acts of kindness and encourages a collecti\ß'
etTort to Inake a positive clitTerenee in the lives of others. Recognizing the valuable contributions
of the non-teaching staff, this event seeks to foster a sense of appreciation and camaraderie "ithin
the college conununity.

During the event, fetnale non-teaching staff members will receive sarees, symbolizing cultural
diversity and respect for their role in maintaining the college's operations. Male non-teaching staff
numbers will be presented with dresses, acknowledging their efforts and dedication the
college's smooth functioning. Additionally, basic grocery items will be distributed, providing
essential sustenance to the staff members and their families.

By enoa o ing in these acts of kindness, the event aims to create an atmosphere of joy, gratitude,

and unity among the college community. It also seeks to inspire participants to recognize the pov,er

of empathy and the transformative effect of extending a helping hand.

"Millions Acts of Goodness - Do Good, Feel Good" seeks to ignite a spirit of compassion and

encourage everyone to embark on a journey of selfless service. Through this event, we hope to

create a ripple effect of kindness, inspiring individuals to make a positive impact on the lives of

others not only on World Humanitarian Day but throughout the year.



Session Summary
On 19 August 2003, a bomb attack on the Canal Hotel in Baghdad, Iraq, killed 22 humanitarian
aid workers, including the UN Special Representative of the Secretary-General for Iraq, Sergio
Vieira de Mello. Five years later, the General Assembly adopted a resolution designating 19
August as World Humanitarian Day (WHD).

Each year, WHD focuses on a theme, bringing together partners from across the humanitarian
systelll to advocate for the survival, well-being and dignity of people affected by crises, and for
the safety and security of aid workers.

The 2022 WHD campaign shines a light on the thousands

of volunteers, professionals and crisis-affected people

who deliver urgent health care, shelter, food, protection,

water and much more.

Humanitarian aid workers provide life-saving assistance

to suffering people all over the world. Those workers

live in conflict zones or in areas devastated by natural

disasters are especially vulnerable. Anyone and everyone

can be a hillnanitarian, so read on to learn more about the day and how you can help.

s ' 7 Billion Acts of Goodness: Returning to Who We Are ", is an initiative designed to ex'ponentially

increase expressions of benevolence in the world. It is a movement based on the spiritual truth that

goodness is innate, and that by cultivating a spiritual awareness of the self, we can tap into this

inherent goodness in a way that makes us capable of generating unlimited acts of goodness. Our

goal is to enlbark on a journey together to re-discover this truth and create a global culture of care

and compassion.

What is GOODNESS?

Goodness = benevolence, which is literally good will. We develop our capacity of good uill

through expressing good wishes towards ourselves and others; as much as possible. And the first

and foremost good wish is one we have for the self, one that acknowledges our true identity — that



I ann a spiritual being. An Act of Goodness (AOG) does not have to be a heroic act. A simple shift
in our awareness above and beyond the limited perspectives can transform an ordinary act into one
that can uplift and inspire others to perform good deeds.

Why this Initiative?

This initiative gives us access to our innate goodness in a way that is sustainable and independent
of what is going on around us. As we face increasing turmoil and uncertainty in the world,
maintaining a cool head and an open heart is becoming more and more challenging. This is about
meeting the overwhelming stress, sorrow and violence with an exponential, ripple effect of care
and compassion. People are aware of what a good act is, are already acting with love and kindness,

and would ultimately like all their actions to be good. But without the strength that comes from a

foundation of spirituality, their actions can be colored by dependencies, attachments, desires and

expectations, leading to frustration, resentment, being overwhelmed and complete burn out! And

usually the ones who are caring for others consistently neglect themselves. They are looking for

guidance. They need spiritual power. And we need to be examples.

AAA Approach

AOG uses an inside-out approach, which recognizes that what we do is important, but how we do

it is essential. To support this approach, we will be inviting people to reconnect with their inner

goodness, using three access points: Awareness, Attitude and Action.

1. Awareness: A state of being aware of and experiencing, that "I" am intrinsically good. It

all starts and ends here. What if one A()G could automatically generate countless others?

By changing our awareness to a spiritual one that goes far beyond race, gender, age,

language, culture, religion, etc., we are tapping into an unlimited potential to instantly

transform and elevate our attitude, vision, thoughts, words and actions.

2. Attitude: It is a state of mind resulting from the awareness of the self we are holding,

which determines our thoughts, feelings and perceptions about everyone and everything.

Holding an attitude of unconditional and benevolent feelings allows us to experience

goodness in evewthing we do.

3. Action: Includes any form of expression; from the physical actions we perform through

our bodies, to more subtle ones, like the way we see each other, or the thoughts we have.



When comfort or give happiness to someone, it bounces back and fills us 9,1th internal

happiness. Good actions make us feel good about ourselves, and an elevated av,areness and

attitude ensures that the impact of those actions is good,

The "Millions Acts of Goodness - Do Good, Feel Good" offline event is a heartfelt celebration of'

World Humanitarian Day, where we come together to honor and support the non-teaching staff
members of our college. This event is designed to showcase the power of kindness and compassion

in creating a positive impact on individuals and communities.

Through this event, we seek to express our deep appreciation for the non-teaching staff members

who play a vital role in the smooth functioning of our college. They tirelessly work behind the

scenes, ensuring that our educational environment is conducive to learning and groMh. IJ)eir

efforts often go unnoticed, and this event aims to bring them into the spotlight, reminding thern

that their contributions are valued and essential.

On the occasion of World Humanitarian Day, the spirit of compassion and generosity shone

brightly at Jaipur Engineering College and Research Center (JECRC) as 68 teaching €taff

Inembers came together to make a meaningful difference. With a heartwarming gesture, they

selflessly contributed and distributed clothes and food packets to the 122 helping hands/staff of

JECRC, which included guards, cooks, sweepers, peons, gardeners, and more. This act of

kindness not only provided essential supplies but also served as a reminder of the importance of

recognizing and appreciating the invaluable contributions made by every member of the JECRC

conununity. Through their collective efforts, the teaching staff members embraced the true essence

of World Humanitarian Day, fostering a spirit of unity, compassion, and care for those around

them.

"Millions Acts of Goodness - Do Good, Feel Good" is not merely a one-time event but an

opportunity to foster a culture of kindness, empathy, and unity within our college community. It

serves as a reminder that even the smallest acts of kindness can create a ripple effect, inspiring

others to join in and make a positive impact.

Through this event, we aim to ignite a spirit of compassion that extends far beyond World

Humanitarian Day. By engao in o in acts of selfless service, we can enrich our lives and the



lixes of (how 

and 

(Is. It is our collectisc• responsibility to cultivate an ironjncnt

creating a nurttuing and inclusive space for everyone,

In the "Nlillions Acts of Goodness • Good, Feel Good" event is a celebration of

I Illinanitafian l)ay, dedicated to appreciating and supporting the non-teaching staff

of out' college. brough the di:stribution of Ineaningful gifts, including saree>, dresses.

and essential b'toeeties, we ailu to express our gratitude, foster unity, and inspire a lifelong

conunitlnent to nutking a positive difference in the lives of others.



Glimpses of the Event

"The team eagerly anticipates the guests' arrival, armed with gifts."

Of %OOD ÄSS
Of GOODhEC GOODhffC



"Co: lege staff members extend their generosity, distributing clothing andcroceries to fellow non-teaching staff."



team graciously treats all participants to a delicious lunch at the Boys



"The team beams with joy, adorned by happy faces, after a successful event.'

'l'he eannpaign Million Acts of Goodness blossomed under the guidance of

Shri Ramprakash ji's compassionate hands.
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Brochure

Let's experience peace

Date

TimeO

Venue

On

PEACE DAY/

: 21 September 2022

• 03:00 pm

: Wisdom Hall, SRC,
JECRC campus, JAIPUR

Contact • . 9252011765



Abstract

world Peace Day is a day to reflect on our shared humanity and the importance of peace in our

world. This year, we celebrated World Peace Day with us by exploring the power of meditation in

promoting inner peace and global harmony. Participants had the opportunity to engage in

meaningful conversations with one another and learn new skills for promoting peace and justice

in their communities. They practiced a guided Meditation with the help of Ms. Chitra Khandelwal

for about 30 minutes. By coming together to celebrate World Peace Day, it inspired the participants

a sense of interconnectedness and compassion among participants, and empower individuals to

take action towards creating a more peaceful and just world

O



Glimpses of the event
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